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EXPERIENCED TERRITORY SALES MANAGER, KENT HANEY WITH A DEMONSTRATED HISTORY IN THE
BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRY RECRUITED AT ATLAS BOLT & SCREW
Ashland, Ohio, August 1, 2018 – Kent Haney recruited for Southeast Sales Manager for Atlas Bolt and
Screw effective July 16, 2018. Kent has responsibility to manage Atlas’s sales in the Southeast. Kent is
an energetic sales leader with experience in creating customer driven strategies to increase sales and
presence in the market. His role at Atlas will be to drive growth by collaborating with customers to win
in the Southeast market.
Kent’s career spans more than 17 years combined with roles that include Marco Industries, Metal Sales,
Reed Metals as well as Central States Manufacturing. Kent’s considerable experience in the metal
building and post frame industries positions him well to develop the Southeast market and to support
our customers’ growth. Kent’s progressive experience includes sales leadership, product and market
training, management, operations and marketing.
Craig Mohr, Vice President of Sales at Atlas Bolt & Screw commented: “I am very excited to have Kent
join the Atlas team! Having someone with Kent’s sales professionalism on the team is critical as we
develop and implement our growth strategies in the Southeast. We are planning for significant sales
growth and business development by injecting new talent such as Kent and with the considerable
support of the Atlas team.”
For additional information contact Robert Carnick at 419-289-6171 or at
rcarnick@atlasfasteners.com
About Atlas Bolt & Screw, a Marmon Berkshire Hathaway Co.:
Atlas Bolt & Screw, the market leader has the widest selection of metal and wood fasteners and is a full
line supplier of performance building envelope solutions. Atlas is a vertically integrated manufacturer
from wire fabrication to paint and packaging. We have industry longevity of proven product and
service leadership, manufacturing since 1896. We add value by making the complex simple and the
difficult easy.
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